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STARGATE SG 1: Trial By Fire
'A writer who seems set to rule the genre' - Waterstones Books Quarterly 'A Blight of Mages is an intoxicating and heart-wrenching story depicting two young people torn by desire and ability' - British Fantasy Society Hundreds of years before the great Mage War, a land lies, unknowing, on the edge of catastrophe . . . Barl is young, impulsive and wants to explore her raw magical potential. But Dorana's rigid class system
means that only those with the right pedigree are trained. Desperate to learn, Barl lets her eagerness lead her to rebellion and disgrace. She faces the possibility of never using her powers again - until she meets Morgan Danfey, who sits on the Mage Council itself. Together, they realise they can create an extraordinary new magic. But the lure of this great power reveals a darkness in Morgan which will bring their land to its knees.
From the bestselling Karen Miller comes a compelling fantasy novel set in the world before The Innocent Mage - the age before the great Mage War . . . Books by Karen Miller: Kingmaker, Kingbreaker Series The Innocent Mage The Awakened Mage A Blight of Mages Godspeaker Empress of Mijak The Riven Kingdom The Hammer of God Fisherman's Children The Prodigal Mage The Reluctant Mage Tarnished Crown
The Falcon Throne Prince of Glass
Through the underworld... Millennia ago, at the height of his power, the System Lord Ra decreed that any Goa’uld wishing to serve him must endure a great trial. Victory meant power and prestige, defeat brought banishment and death.
When a Stargate malfunction throws Colonel Cameron Mitchell, Dr. Daniel Jackson, and Colonel Sam Carter back in time, they only have minutes to live. But their rescue, by an unlikely duo - General Jack O'Neill and Vala Mal Doran - is only the beginning of their problems.
Sequel to A Matter of Honor: O'Neill pays a heavy price for loyalty.
Homecoming
Roswell
A Blight of Mages
STARGATE ATLANTIS From the Depths
On a quest to bring colleagues home, O'Neill must face his past.
Captured by the Goa'uld Lugh, Carter faces a hard choice: help repair a cloaking device that would give Lugh a dangerous advantage or allow SG-1 to be handed over to the System Lords.
In this first installment in a six book series set after the end of Stargate Atlantis's final season, Atlantis returns to the Pegasus Galaxy where the Wraith are now under the new and powerful Queen of Death who desperately needs Dr. Rodney McKay--the only one who can lead them to Earth. Original.
The team discover a ruined city with a deadly secret.
City of the Gods
STARGATE SG-1 Hall of the Two Truths
STARGATE SG-1 Kali's Wrath
The Hard Call
Reliquary
New York Times bestseller by award-winning writers Neil Gaiman and Michael Reaves. Joey Harker isn’t a hero...
Unable to refuse a call to arms, commando Jack O'Neil, renegade Egyptologist Daniel Jackson, and the people of Abydos begin a desperate quest for freedom one million light years away from the planet Earth. Original.
The SG-1 team battle an ancient enemy on a primitive world.
When Jacob Carter asks General Hammond for SG-1's participation in a mission for the Tok'ra, it seems like the answer to O'Neill's dilemma. The secretive Tok'ra are running out of hosts, and Jacob believes he's found the answer--but it means O'Neill and his team must risk their lives infiltrating a Goa'uld slave breeding farm to recruit humans willing to join the
Tok'ra.
The Awakened Mage
George RR Martin's Wild Cards
The Power Behind the Throne
Four Dragons
Just One Damned Thing After Another

Aris Boch is back--and this time he's after Daniel Jackson.
Egyptologist Daniel Jackson and Colonel Jack O'Neill struggle to unlock the secrets of the StarGate in order to save Earth from the evil goddess Hathor
From the Author of Stargate: SG1 - CITY OF THE GODS "Humans are no longer one species," Ryl continued, idly rolling the wine in her glass. "Some of us regressed a million years and leaped into a future that might have been, becoming Metas. On Earth, the Rhesus plague deleted a huge chunk of genetic diversity in mankind, taking with it a very special gene. As you reach out
to the stars, to explore new worlds, to seek the sanctuary planet, Gaia, you will meet other species and situations that telepaths cannot deal with. A dangerous toy, Dim5 travel, for it opens you to predation. As a small gift to help you on your journey, to warn you when the path to be trodden is perhaps not the safest one, twenty-five men and women from the twentieth century were
taken, adjusted slightly and delivered to you. These are the C20s." "Alright, Meta, you called them gifts. Why gift them to us?" Captain Jassom asked. "They're early warning devices." The Meta downed the last of her wine, and, meeting his eyes, added grimly, "Believe me, you're going to need them." Welcome to a world where humanity's deadliest enemy is not a plague or
warmongering alien species, but an insidious adversary that attacks from within. Welcome to the Ark Ship. The story picks up where The Rhesus Factor left off-in a manner of speaking. It also takes the leap from science 'faction' into science fiction, five hundred years into the future and a humanity that has been lucky enough to have received a helping-alien-hand after the
environmental mess we made of Earth. However, while attitudes and awareness of responsibility towards planet and Life Force have changed dramatically, other things-includingpolitical skulduggery-have remained the same. In other words, the stage is set for a power play of staggering proportions that could well alter the fate of the universe. And the stakes get higher yet when it
turns out that the major players themselves are mere puppets: this time the battle is for mankind's very soul. Sonny Whitelaw's new novel, Ark Ship, is an amazing journey into mankind's future. However, while populating the galaxy with quirky aliens and mysterious human mutations, Whitelaw resists the temptation of turning this into a flight of fancy, and therein lies the true
strength of the novel. Plus ce que change, plus ce que reste la mjme chose-the fundamental familiarity of heroes and villains, hopes and desires, joys and grievances is what allows this white-knuckle ride to crawl under your skin. Feisty heroine Avalon Davo firmly anchors the story in our time; more than that, she bridges a five hundred year gap so convincingly that you will come
away from this book believing that ark ships, Metas, Masters, and Others not only could be but will be the future. -Dr. Sabine C Bauer, author of Stargate SG-1: Trial by Fire
When a hostile force of aliens invades Earth through the Stargate and kidnaps a female officer, Colonel Jack O'Neill emerges from retirement to hunt down the serpent god Apophis and his unearthly legions
A Matter of Honour
The Terrible Hours
The Barque of Heaven
STARGATE SG-1 Infiltration
Alliances
Stargate Command's attempts to sign a treaty with the Pack, a race of gypsy space travellers, is jeopardised by a series of attacks from an unknown enemy. While searching for the perpetrators, Jack begins to suspect that the Pack are concealing a dangerous secret.
2019 LOCUS AWARD WINNER, BEST FIRST NOVEL 2019 HUGO AWARD FINALIST, BEST NOVEL 2019 NEBULA AWARD FINALIST, BEST NOVEL One of TIME magazine's 100 Best Fantasy Books of All Time 'Someone please cancel Supernatural already and give us at least five seasons of this badass indigenous monster-hunter and her silver-tongued sidekick' The New York Times While most of the
world has drowned beneath the sudden rising waters of a climate apocalypse, Dinétah (formerly the Navajo reservation) has been reborn. The gods and heroes of legend walk the land, but so do monsters. Maggie Hoskie is a Dinétah monster hunter, a supernaturally gifted killer. When a small town needs help finding a missing girl, Maggie is their last best hope. But what Maggie uncovers about the
monster is much more terrifying than anything she could imagine. Maggie reluctantly enlists the aid of Kai Arviso, an unconventional medicine man, and together they travel the rez, unravelling clues from ancient legends, trading favours with tricksters, and battling dark witchcraft in a patchwork world of deteriorating technology. As Maggie discovers the truth behind the killings, she will have to
confront her past if she wants to survive. Welcome to the Sixth World. 'An excitingly novel tale' Charlaine Harris 'Fun, terrifying, hilarious, and brilliant." Daniel José Older 'Crafts a powerful and fiercely personal journey through a compelling postapocalyptic landscape' Kate Elliott
When SG-1 sets off to free the Mujina from Apophis, Colonel O'Neill's team must confront the Raven King, an insane leader on a nightmarish planet.
The opening of a letter leads to a desperate chase across Europe in A Matter of Honour by Jeffrey Archer, one of the world's bestselling novelists. Adam Scott listens to the reading of his father's will, aware that the contents can only be meagre. The Colonel, after all, had nothing to leave – except a letter he had never opened himself, a letter that can only bring further disgrace to the family name.
Against his mother's advice, Adam opens the letter, and immediately realizes his life can never be the same again. The contents leave him with no choice but to follow a course his father would have described as a matter of honour.
Hydra
Ark Ship
The Price You Pay
Siren Song
Sacrifice Moon
'A writer who seems to set the rule for the genre' - Waterstones Books Quarterly 'Miller is clearly a very talented writer: her characterisation is a masterclass in nuance and sensitivity, and she has a visceral way with action' - SFX Prince Gar now has the magic for weatherworking and is able to keep his enemies at bay, while Asher has become the most powerful Olken in the history of Lur. Peace and prosperity seem assured for
the two of them. But Morg, the evil sorcerer mage, remains trapped inside a shattered body. He knows his time is running out and that desperate measures are called for. Unwittingly, Gar and Asher become caught up in a dangerous deception which threatens to tear apart the kingdom and destroy the fragile balance between Olken and Doranen. And no one, not even Dathne and her secret Circle, is prepared for the
consequences when the Innocent Mage is revealed at last . . . Following The Innocent Mage, this is the second and concluding volume in the bestselling Kingmaker, Kingbreaker series - a wildly fast-paced fantasy brimming with action and adventure. Books by Karen Miller: Kingmaker, Kingbreaker Series The Innocent Mage The Awakened Mage A Blight of Mages Godspeaker Empress of Mijak The Riven Kingdom The Hammer
of God Fisherman's Children The Prodigal Mage The Reluctant Mage Tarnished Crown The Falcon Throne Prince of Glass
The team is stranded on a doomed world.
Trial by FireFandemonium Books
GET INSIDE GRIMM. NBC’s hit television series Grimm pits modern detective Nick Burkhardt of the Portland Police against a cast of terrifying villains—lifted directly from the pages of classic fairytales. In the world of the show, the classic stories are actually a document of real events, and Nick himself is descended from a long line of guardians, or Grimms, charged with defending humanity from the mythological creatures of the
world. From The Big Bad Wolf to Sleeping Beauty, The Mythology of Grimm explores the history and folkloric traditions that come into play during Nick’s incredible battles and investigations—tapping into elements of mythology that have captured our imaginations for centuries.
STARGATE SG-1 Behind Enemy Lines
STARGATE SG-1 Hostile Ground (Apocalypse Book 1)
Trial by Fire
Relativity
The Mythology of Grimm

On the eve of World War II, the Squalus, America's newest submarine, plunged to the bottom of the North Atlantic. Miraculously, thirty-three crew members still survived in the stricken vessel. While their loved ones waited in unbearable tension onshore, their ultimate fate would depend upon one man, US Navy officer Charles 'Swede' Momsen
- an extraordinary combination of visionary, scientist and man of action. In this thrilling true story, prize-winning author Peter Maas vividly re-creates a moment-by-moment account of the disaster and the man at its centre. Could he actually pluck those men from a watery grave? Or had all his pioneering work been in vain?'Gripping' New York
Times'A white knuckle read' Publishers Weekly
The unity of the team is threatened on their first mission.
Colonel Jack O'Neill and his SG-1 team find themselves stranded on a primitive world where the inhabitants pay homage to the Goa'uld by providing their best specimens as host bodies for their young.
Trial by Fire, the first Stargate SG-1 novel from Fandemonium Books, follows the team as they embark on a mission to Tyros, an ancient society teetering on the brink of war. A pious people, the Tyreans are devoted to the Canaanite deity, Meleq. When their spiritual leader is savagely murdered during a mission of peace, they beg SG-1 for help
against their sworn enemies, the Phrygians.
Kingmaker, Kingbreaker: Book 2
A Stargate SG-1 Novel
Interworld (Interworld, Book 1)
STARGATE SG-1 Female of the Species
Retribution
SG-1 wanted the technology to save Earth from the Goa'uld but the mission failed. Now Washington wants Jack O'Neill's blood and Senator Robert Kinsey is forcing the issue. The Tok'ra mission may help O'Neill, but it is very risky because it means infiltrating a Goa'uld slave breeding farm to recruit humans wiling to join the Tok'ra.
in a world known as P4V-837, the SG-1 team encounters the Kayeechi, a race of apparently hospitable natives, but, after a few hours on the planet, the members of the team find themselves experiencing bizarre hallucinations that become progressively darker and more terrifying. Reissue. (A Sci-Fi Channel series, starring Richard Dean Anderson)
"Contains material originally published in George R.R. Martin's wild cards #1-6."
"It was meant to be a soft mission, something to ease Doctor Daniel Jackson back into things after his time among the Ancients-- after all, what could possibly go wrong on a simple survey of ancient Chinese ruins? As it turns out, a whole lot. After accidentally activating a Goa'uld transport ring, Daniel finds himself the prisoner of Lord Yu, the capricious Goa'uld System Lord. Meanwhile, SGI's
efforts to rescue their friend are hampered by a representative of the Chinese government with an agenda of his own to follow-- and a deep secret to hide. But Colonel Jack O'Neill is in no mood for delay. He'll go to any lengths to get Daniel back-- even if it means ignoring protocol and taking matters into his own hands"--Page 4 of cover.
STARGATE ATLANTIS Pride of the Genii
Rebellion
Kingmaker, Kingbreaker: Book 3
The Cost of Honor
Trial By Fire
Colonel Jack O'Neill and the Stargate SG-1 team undertake a new mission that prompts a journey to myriad worlds in their efforts to safeguard humanity from hostile alien forces. Original.
'Jodi Taylor is quite simply the Queen of Time. Her books are a swashbuckling joyride through History' C. K. MCDONNELL 'A great mix of British properness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' ***** Meet St Mary's - a group of tea-soaked disaster magnets who hurtle their way around History. - If the whole of History lay before you, where would you go? When Dr Madeleine Maxwell is recruited by the St Mary's
Institute of Historical Research, she discovers the historians there don't just study the past - they revisit it. But one wrong move and History will fight back - to the death. And Max soon discovers it's not just History she's fighting... BOOK 1 IN THE INTERNATIONALLY BESTSELLING CHRONICLES OF ST MARY'S SERIES For fans of Jasper Fforde, Doctor Who, Genevieve Cogman and Richard Osman's Thursday Murder Club
Readers love Jodi Taylor: 'Once in a while, I discover an author who changes everything... Jodi Taylor and her protagonista Madeleine "Max" Maxwell have seduced me' 'A great mix of British proper-ness and humour with a large dollop of historical fun' 'Addictive. I wish St Mary's was real and I was a part of it' 'Jodi Taylor has an imagination that gets me completely hooked' 'A tour de force'
Stargate SG-1
Trail of Lightning
The Fairy Tale and Folklore Roots of the Popular TV Show
Stargate SG1-01
The Morpheus Factor
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